How to make a board 
Step I: the basics

Okay, so you’ve decided to make your own Breakthrough board? Congratulations, you’re about to embark on a very enjoyable and rewarding journey – nothing beats being creative. Except maybe having a gigantic battle on our very own board that you made with your very own two hands. (And your very own copy of Photoshop, GIMP or whatever your favourite graphics design tool is).

Be warned, though: making your own board is not cheap. Hell, for the price my brother and me invested, we could have bought two carrying cases and be playing Breakthrough Overlord now. I’ll try to give a breakdown of the costs further along this tutorial.

Every journey, they say, starts with a single step. So does ours. And what is this single, first step we are going to take? Why, we are going to create that basic unit from which a good Memoir’ 44 board is made of: the hex. Start up Photoshop, pull out some paper or simply scan a hex from your Memoir board. But whatever you do to get your first hex, remember that it is paramount that you keep the correct measurements. Else, the overlay hexes won’t fit and your board will end up looking somewhat… strange, maybe.
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Fig. 1: You all know what this is, don’t you?


Here are the measurements you want:

A  B = 3.1 cm (roughly 1.22 inch)
A  C = 5.4 cm (roughly 2.12 inch)
B  D = 6.1 cm (roughly 2.4 inch)

Right, so you’ve made a ‘raw’ hex, what now?
Well, that entirely depends on the nature of the hex. If you were lazy and simply grabbed a scan of your Memoir’ 44 or Tide of Iron board, you can go ahead with the copy-pasting.
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Fig. 2: This is what you want it to look like…

Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the hexes, though I’m sure most of you are familiar with the board. Nevertheless, it never hurts to have an example on which you can get your bearings. Note the board-of-wood-look we gave the background layer. Feel free to chose anything else as background or leave it white, if that satisfies you. We’ll be going into background design later on in more depth, if you’re interested. (And I know you are)

If you chose the lazy way and simply scanned your hexes and you do not mind having neither rows of medals on which to place fallen soldiers and keep your score nor any further design whatsoever, then once again make sure the hexes have the right size, save the file and go make your local printer a happy man.

If you, however, made your own hexes, you will have to decide if you want to arrange them first or design their background first. Do whatever is more practical in your case. For example, if you are content with a more or less green background with a few highlights, then you might want to design a ‘prototype’ hex and start copy-pasting. (Tip: designing a few hexes this way gives your board way more variation and makes it look much more alive and ‘real’). On the other hand, if you are using aerial photographs as background colour for your hexes, you might want to arrange your ‘raw’ hexes before fitting in the background. Else, you might have problems making the transition from hex to hex fit.

Whatever you do, don’t be afraid to be creative. Always remember: as long as it’s not printed, you can still apply all the changes you desire. You might want to try if a desert or winter Breakthrough board looks any good. You might even want to make a beach board for your own custom scenarios. You might even want to make something totally different, for example a city fight board with pre-designed villages, ruined warehouses and streets – though that way you run the danger of having to play more or less the same scenario again and again.

It’s your board. Design it in a way you’ll be happy playing it and take your time until you are fully satisfied.

Don’t forget to add the section borders in red or any other colour that catches your fancy.

Next: The Background

